R

enovating and
building is a
stressful process
and with so much
going on, it’s easy
to forget about the
garden. But neglecting your
garden during building can be
costly, in more ways than one.
Director of Growing Rooms
Oliver Sizeland says builders are
not generally known for their
horticultural skills.
“The number of times we go to
plant behind a retaining wall on a
new build only to find all sorts of
rubbish, you’d be surprised,” he
says. “Often there are so many
subbies (subcontractors) on site,
you find the painter will tip
something on to the grass or
someone will back up machinery
over a bush.
“It’s best to sort out all the
boundaries and no-go zones
during the planning stage.”
Where practical, you can
section off parts of the garden,
or even remove plants altogether,
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In the excitement of building, it’s easy to forget that
your garden still needs you, writes Robyn Willis
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says director of Landart
Landscapes Matt Leacy.
“Save anything you can, even
thinking about what can be
transplanted and relocated and
brought back later on,” he says.
Where trees are concerned,
design consultant at Secret
Gardens Mark Curtis says often
the council will step in to ensure
protective measures are in place.
“We would closely match the
protection with what council has
requested in the development
application in regard to tree
protection zones subject to the
size of the tree,” he says.
“You will often find trees of a
particular value will be requested
to be protected with timber
palings wrapped around them.”
Often, the lawn is not so lucky.
“They are often flat so they’re a
great area to store materials, or
cut things up,” says Oliver. “The
lawn is often the first area to cop
it but they’re cheap to replace.”
More: growingrooms.com.au;
landart.com.au; secretgardens.com.au
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TREE HUGGER

Mature trees are a gift to
landscapers because they provide
structure in the garden. Council
will often require barriers to be
put in place around trees but
landscaper Oliver Sizeland says
you can go further: “You could put
a penalty clause in your contract
so that if it doesn’t survive,
the builder has to pay.”
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“OFTEN THERE
ARE SO MANY
SUBBIES ON SITE,
YOU FIND THE
PAINTER WILL TIP
SOMETHING ON TO
THE GRASS OR
SOMEONE WILL
BACK UP
MACHINERY OVER
A BUSH

